
       
 

Dear friends in Christ,                                                                                                    January, 2020 
 

Do you remember we obtained the rights to broadcast on three radio frequencies in three different 
cities? Well, we are excited to tell you that we are now on the air in two of those cities! I never 
dreamed it would go that fast. We are not yet at full power because of the weak electrical source. 
The transmitters are set at a low wattage in order to avoid damaging them until the electrical 
company can correct the problem. Although the power is low, the signal covers a surprising 
distance and reaches a potential listening audience of thousands. The local churches we are 
working with in the surrounding area are super excited! All we can say is: Praise the Lord! 
 

We are now in the planning stage for the other station. It will be a bigger challenge because of the 
remote location on the top of the mountain overlooking the city. 
 

Some Christian people working with Trans World Radio in Norway donated 4 used FM transmitters 
to us. All 4 are in excellent condition. Trans World Radio in the U.S. paid for all the shipping to 
Lima! All we had to pay were the taxes to get them out of customs which was close to $5,000. We 
now have them stored at our radio plant just south of Lima. They are waiting to be used in future 
radio stations. And we have our sights on other cities! 
 

Two days after turning over our church to Peruvian leadership on November 17, I traveled to Santa 
Cruz, Bolivia to minister for a week. I taught on church discipline in the mornings to pastors and 
preached to a large growing church in the evening. It was a wonderful opportunity to get to know 
more of God’s servants in another country. But it was special to be able to minister to pastors. 
 

The next Sunday I taught in another church in Lima for their anniversary. Ruth and I also began 
attending and helping another church in Lima called Light Baptist Church. The pastor is elderly and 
not well. He has been praying and searching a long time for a pastor to take his place. So we have 
come alongside to help and encourage him. Each Sunday night I teach except for when I am away 
preaching and teaching in other places. 
 

In the second week of this month (January) We traveled to our camp in the north about 45 minutes 
outside of Trujillo to preach and teach. The following Sunday we attended a church in Trujillo where 
I taught and preached in the morning and evening. The pastor and his wife were students of mine 
when I was a professor at the Seminary in Trujillo. They are doing a great job and it was so 
encouraging to see my students following Christ and being a great influence in many lives. 
 

Ruth and I also had the opportunity to visit the Seminary for a couple of hours. It was wonderful to 
see many dear friends after so many years. Ruth and I had not been in Trujillo for 10 years. 
 

I finished a rough draft of a book I had been writing. Now we need to get it set for printing. The 
desire is to use it for our radio conference in March. We will probably just print a few copies for this 
event and continue to work on it for a better presentation. It is extremely important to get the 
contents of the message ready for this conference as it would be a big help to many. The subject is 
forgiveness.  
 

Thank you so much for all your prayers, encouragement, and giving. You have a major part in this 
ministry and may much fruit abound to your account. 
 

For Christ’s glory, 
Stanley and Ruth Templeton 


